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STERLING  BROOKE 

In our newest collaboration, we merge Sterling Brooke’s distinctive eye for design with 

the skilled authority of an American master blacksmith to offer the  

STERLING BROOKE HEIRLOOM CHEF SERIES 

 From raw materials… 

…to an unshaped piece ready for fine 

finishing. 
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HEIRLOOM CHEF SERIES 

The Sterling Brooke Heirloom Chef Series will feature hand tempered stainless-steel 

blades with limited edition American sourced wood handles. The pieces within each 

limited series are numbered and will include a certificate of authenticity.  

Our debut line features limited edition Knotted Black Walnut.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excessive knife sets of the past have been deemed obsolete  

and redundant with our two-part chef knife set.  

  

Perfect for the essentialist, the Sterling Brooke Heirloom Knife Set includes: 

CHEF’S UTILITY KNIFE 

PARING KNIFE FOR ON OR OFF-BOARD CUTTING 

LEATHER WRAP FOR STORAGE AND TRAVEL 

 
 

…to a finished piece ready for every kitchen.                           (Original prototypes shown below) 

($185/375) 
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CLASSIC DOUBLE-HINGED WINE OPENERS 
AND 

CLASSIC POCKET KNIVES 

We are excited to announce the addition of our new Classic Double Hinged Wine 

Openers and Pocket Knives (Large and Small).  Our classic tools feature the same high 

quality stainless steel as our signature fish series which you have come to not only enjoy 

but also to expect from Sterling Brooke.   

We paired our heavy-duty stainless steel with solid naturally water-resistant white oak 

and built a wine opener which will be a must have for all wet bars, kitchens, boats, and 

beyond as well as two knives perfect for hunting, fishing, and everyday use!   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CLASSIC DOUBLE HINGED WINE OPENERS  

feature 2-step wine opener, a foil cutter, and bottle opener.  

 

CLASSIC KNIFE LARGE  

features 3 ½” locking blade, small serrated blade,  

and heavy-duty clip on back. 

 

CLASSIC KNIFE SMALL  

features compact design with 2 ½” locking blade. 

(Design selection on following page.) 
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DESIGNS FOR NEW CLASSIC DOUBLE-HINGED OPENERS 
AND  

CLASSIC POCKET KNIVES 
 

A cotton, drawstring bag is included 

with all WINE OPENERS and POCKET 

KNIVES for packaging and storage. 

 

           (AM1)                                     (AM2)                                         (DER)                                       (DUC) 

           (VINE)                                         (FLY)                                      (COM)                                       (ANC) 

               (ST)                                        *(GCB)                                    **(AGE)                                    **(CHR) 

                                                *Image of Golf Clubs only                            **Available in Classic Double Openers 
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DOUBLE-HINGED FISH SHAPED CORKSCREW 

Features 2-step wine opener, foil cutter, and bottle opener.  

Built with naturally water-resistant white oak and stainless steel.  

  

ALSO AVAILABLE IN  

SINGLE-HINGED (AS SHOWN ON RIGHT) 

Features 1-step wine opener, foil cutter, and 

bottle opener.  

Built with naturally water-resistant white 

oak and stainless steel. 

 

 

 

(MORE DESIGNS SHOWN ON PAGES 7-8) 

 

 

 

($21/43) 

 ($20/40) 
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FISH SHAPED POCKET KNIFE 

Features German steel 3½” locking blade, small serrated blade, and heavy-duty clip 

Built with naturally water-resistant white oak and stainless steel. 

  

(MORE DESIGNS SHOWN ON PAGES 7-8) 

 

 

 

A cotton, drawstring bag is included 

with all WINE OPENERS and POCKET 

KNIVES for packaging and storage. 

 

($28/60) 
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DESIGNS 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The following designs are available on  

FISH DOUBLE-HINGED, FISH SINGLE-HINGED, and FISH LARGE KNIFE 

The following designs are available on  

FISH DOUBLE-HINGED, FISH SINGLE-HINGED, and CLASSIC DOUBLE HINGED 

            (SC)                                         (BN)                                         (TRT)                                        (2018) 

            (CHT)                                     (FMEN)                                       (FSEA)                                       (PNL) 

            (CRL)                                         (SWD)                                         (GEM)                                        (LV3) 

                                                         (AGE)                                        (CHR)                                        
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DESIGNS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following designs are available on the 

FISH DOUBLE-HINGED, FISH SINGLE-HINGED, FISH LARGE KNIFE  

CLASSIC DOUBLE HINGED, CLASSIC LARGE KNIFE, and CLASSIC SMALL KNIFE 

All 50 STATES 

are available 

*CLASSIC pieces 

will feature image 

of Golf Clubs only 

The following designs are available on  

OYSTER SHUCKERS 

           (AM1)                                      (AM2)                                        (DER)                                       (DUC) 

           (VINE)                                         (FLY)                                      (COM)                                       (ANC) 

                                                               (ST)                                        (GCB)                                         

                                       (SEAL)                                       (SIG)                                        (SNOB) 
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OYSTER SHUCKERS 

Featuring full tang stainless steel blade with curved tip,  

naturally water resistant white oak handle shaped for comfort and grip.  

 

  

Naturalist 
(C.SHK.NAT)  

Oyster 

Shuckers with 

Designs 

($18/38) 

Shucker Snob 
(C.SHK.SNOB) 

SB Seal 
(C.SHK.SEAL) 

SB Signature 
(C.SHK.SIG) 

Cotton, drawstring bag for packaging and 

storage included with each oyster shucker. 

($12/25) 
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CUSTOM ORDERS AND FONT LIST 

1. Customization of LOGOS or IMAGES as well as city names, lake names, coordinates, etc. 

will be charged a $50 one time set up fee for customized design. Pieces will be charged 

standard wholesale costs for pieces with designs.  Minimum of 12 pieces per order. 

2. Custom Orders with personalization (One-offs) will be charged the cost of designed pieces 

plus additional $5 per unit to personalize with different designs regardless of quantity (ie. 

Groomsmen gifts, names, special messages, anniversary date) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAP POLICY 
In our dedication to upholding a high standard of quality craftsmanship and unique design the 

discerning customer seeks, we uphold a Minimum Advertised Price Policy, or MAP Policy. The 

time and resources our retailers put forth in offering such high standards to their customers is 

something we value and do not take for granted.  For our part, we are committed to ensuring 

the profits necessary to maintain these standards. 

Our brand stands for superior integrity and benefit for each and every member of our 

STERLING BROOKETM family.  From our staff here at STERLING BROOKETM, to our wonderful 

resellers, to their customer, and most often, to the recipient of one of our “tools for fine living”, 

every single person in this process is valuable and beautiful to us and deserves the very best we 

can offer.  It is with this in mind that we have adopted a MAP policy to support the retail prices 

listed above on the price sheet. 

STERLING BROOKETM will not be able to work with any resellers who do not abide by this 

stated unilateral policy.  Adherence to this policy will only strengthen each retailer’s 

competitiveness, setting them apart from the average gift shop.   

More information on MAP Policy is available upon request.  
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2019 WHOLESALE PRICE LIST 

ITEM STYLE SKU WHOLESALE MAP 

Single-Hinged 

Fish Shaped 

Corkscrews 

Catalog Designs See pages 7-8 $20 $40 

Naturalist (no design) F.SNG.NAT $13 $26 

Custom name, initials, date F.SNG.CST $25 $45 

Custom logo/picture  

(with $50 logo set up fee) 
F.SNG.CST $20 $40 

Double-Hinged 

Fish Shaped 

Corkscrews 

Catalog Designs See pages 7-8 $21 $43 

Naturalist (no design) F.DBL.NAT $14 $28 

Custom name, initials, date F.DBL.CST $26 $48 

Custom logo/picture  

(with $50 logo set up fee) 
F.DBL CST $21 $43 

Fish Shaped 

Large Pocket 

Knives 

Catalog Designs See pages 7-8 $28 $60 

Naturalist (no design) F.KFL.NAT $20 $40 

Custom name, initials, date F.KFL.CST $33 $65 

Custom logo/picture  

(with $50 logo set up fee) 
F.KFL.CST $28 $60 

Double-Hinged 

Classic 

Corkscrews 

Catalog Designs See pages 4, 7-8 $21 $43 

Naturalist (no design) C.DBL.NAT $14 $28 

Custom name, initials, date C.DBL.CST $26 $48 

Custom logo/picture  

(with $50 logo set up fee) 
C.DBL CST $21 $43 

Classic Large 

Pocket Knives 

Catalog Designs See pages 4, 7-8 $28 $60 

Naturalist (no design) C.KFL.NAT $20 $40 

Custom name, initials, date C.KFL.CST $33 $65 

Custom logo/picture  

(with $50 logo set up fee) 
C.KFL.CST $28 $60 

Classic Small 

Pocket Knives 

Catalog Designs See pages 4, 7-8 $24 $50 

Naturalist (no design) C.KFS.NAT $16 $30 

Custom name, initials, date C.KFS.CST $29 $55 

Custom logo/picture  

(with $50 logo set up fee) 
C.KFS.CST $24 $50 

Oyster Shuckers  

Catalog Designs See page 9 $18 $38 

Naturalist (no design) C.SHK.NAT $12 $25 

Custom name, initials, date C.SHK.CST $23 $43 

Custom logo/picture  

(with $50 logo set up fee) 
C.SHK.CST $18 $38 

Heirloom Knife 

Set 
Chef’s knife, paring knife, 

leather wrap 
H.KNF.SET $185 $375 

LOGO Fee  

One-time fee per logo, picture, or 

customization of 10 or more of same 

name/date/initials 

 

 

 

 

$50 - 

Drop Ship fee Drop ship is available.     VARIES - 
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STERLING BROOKE ORDERING PROCEDURES 2019 

1. Minimum order for catalog designs of wine openers, knives, and oyster shuckers is:  

12 total pieces with a minimum of 2 pieces per design of each piece.  
 

2. Orders over $500 receive free shipping.  Orders under $500 will be charged applicable 

shipping rates. We ship via USPS Priority Mail. Please provide address where postal 

packages can be safely delivered. Customer is responsible for reshipping fees if orders are 

returned. 
 

3. Drop shipping is available and is subject to additional fees.   
 

4. Please allow 10-14 business days for orders to ship from the time of placement.  

While orders may sometimes be fulfilled sooner, immediate fulfillment requests are 

subject to a $15 RUSH FEE. 
 

5. Credit card information (CC number, expiration date, CVC code, and billing zip code) is 

taken when order is placed. Card will be charged when order ships.  Please note 

CUSTOM orders may be charged when design work begins. Checks are also accepted as 

form of payment. Production will begin upon receipt of payment. 
 

6. Sterling Brooke does not issue refunds for products ordered but will gladly exchange non-

custom current catalog pieces for pieces of equal value within 30 days of ship date. 

Customer will be responsible for shipping charges for both the return and the 

replacement orders.  We will replace any defective or broken pieces at our expense. 
 

7. Zip code exclusivity is up to the discretion of Sterling Brooke. Minimum requirement for 

approval includes $3000 or more in orders per year.   
 

8. All corkscrews (with the exception of the Naturalist) can be customized to have designs 

on both sides.  Large knives have designs on ONE side only as second side has clip. All 

corkscrews, pocket knives, and oyster shuckers are delivered with a cotton drawstring 

bag for packaging. 
 

9. Please email orders to amy@sterlingbrooke.com.  If you have any questions, please call us 

at 850-650-8080.   

 
  

NOTES: 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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DESIGN PROCESS 

Our design process is simple: 

1.  Inspiration is sparked. 

Everything we design begins as a seed of an idea.  That seed is introduced to our Sterling 

Brooke Crew. 

2.  Sterling gets to work on design details via sketches, prototypes, uses. 

This is the time the rest of the team wonder where she is and why no one has heard much 

from her, that is, until the call for a team meeting. 

3.  Meet for Approval. 

The team convenes to hear Sterling’s pitch.  If the design passes our litmus test, we begin 

the process of potential awesomeness and pitfalls.   

4.  Test. 

We then offer product to our families and friends - our most critical of testers, to be sure. 

5.  Pass to production. 

After a product has proven as incredible as we've hoped, we pass production on a larger 

scale to Sean.  He works very closely with a great group of people with proven ethics 

befitting our brand who can make our tools on a much larger scale with bigger equipment 

than we can fit in our little studio. 

6.  HAND FINISHING ON EVERY SINGLE PIECE HAPPENS IN HOUSE! 

7.  Shipping to YOU! 

The aromas of that incredible wood burned smell can find their way into packaging.  We 

love the feedback we get from you all about this… an unexpected surprise.  

8.  GIVING BACK 

This is the part the makes us the MOST proud.  Each year we have committed to donate a 

portion of our year’s profits to a charitable organization right here on our own soil.  We 

believe the relationships we have forged with our production team overseas and with all of 

you can, should be, and IS a tool in our box of giving back to our fellow Americans in need.  

In our first two years alone, we gave over $12,000.  This amount continues to grow each 

year.   

We are a proud American Company, forging powerful unbiased relationships for the 

betterment of our fellow humans. 
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STERLING BROOKE, THE COMPANY 

Sterling Brooke’s goods and textiles are where the time honored and classic in function 

meet the art and soul of uncompromising design standards.  Hand finished on the 

Emerald Coast of Florida, Sterling Brooke’s original designs are not just goods and 

provisions they are an experience, a return to superior craftsmanship, pride, and utility.  

Sterling Brooke is a name synonymous with quality and good taste. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STERLING BROOKE, THE DESIGNER 

Sterling, a masculine name given to this passionate lass by her mother, who must have 

had a sense of the fearless, strong woman she would become.  Sterling Brooke is 

dedicated to living with purpose, intention and strives daily to encourage others to do 

the same.  Hers is an unrelenting pursuit of perfecting the intricacies of life and the daily 

living of it.  

Equally comfortable clad in men’s work shirts as fine silks, she embodies both her hard-

working heritage and her natural affinity for the refined. Sterling Brooke’s discerning, 

unpretentious style is the embodiment of what we stand for: 

 

   

 

 

CLASSIC GOODS designed and built with  

UNCOMPROMISING STANDARDS 
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CLASSIC GOODS designed and built with  

UNCOMPROMISING STANDARDS 

 

1984 Lewis Turner Blvd. Suite 2, Fort Walton Beach, FL 32547      

P- 850-650-8080 www.SterlingBrooke.com 

AMERICASMART ATLANTA  

BLDG. 2, FLOOR 2, BOOTH 619 


